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ABSTRACT

Preliminary research to examine the correlation of changes in gravity to geoid has been done by observing the geoid
model. Remodeling geoid has been done using gravity data after the eruption of 2010. The eruption of 2010 is the one of
great eruption of Merapi volcano, where approximately 150 million m3 of material removed. The data which used in this
study is complete Bouguer anomaly 2011 data of Merapi volcano, elevation data, model of the geoid global data such as
DIR 2011 and EGM 96, and also use DEM 2011 with spasial grid 15” x 15”. The method which used to calculate the
value of the geoid is using the Stoke’s formula. Geoid value generated in this study is 25.5035 - 27.0835 m while the
value of geoid Merapi volcano used data 1998 is 26.00 - 29.91 m. Possible changes that occur due to mass distribution
below the surface due to the mass that comes out or change the topography. High value of geoid at north west and lower
value at south and south east of Merapi volcano. The high value of geoid is predicted as high density or the reservoir of
Merapi.
Key words : the geoid, Merapi, 2010 eruption

INTRODUCTION
One of earth science to determine the size and
shape of the earth is geodesy, and geophysics is one of
other earth science that to be able to know what lies
beneath the earth's surface by observing changes in the
value of their physical parameters such as gravity,
magnetism, electricity, speed etc. However, in relation to
geodesy, the geophysical method that used in geodesy is
the gravity method.
The gravity method is a geophysical method that
observed changes in the value of gravity at the Earth's
surface. The changing of the gravity value can be
intepreted as a change in the density (density) as a result
of changes of the distribution of rock / mass. The
gravimetry in geodesy is the geodetic survey methods
relating to the determination of Earth's gravitational field.
Usually the gravimetric method is used to determination
of the geoid undulation. Geoid is the equipotential field
of the Earth. If the earth is a homogeneous body, the
equipotential plane will coincide with the earth ellipsoid.

Therefore, the earth is not homogeneous so that the geoid
field does not coincide with the field of the earth
ellipsoid.
Geoid undulation acquired by using gravimetric
method that based on measurement of gravity anomaly.
There are several approaches that can be used in
determining the value of geoid undulation such as
Modensky, Stokes etc. Geoid undulation is nessesary to
calculation because it is associate with height system
network. Ortometric height determination is required in
the application fields of engineering, but in the field of
geophysics geoid is still a scientific discourse has been
no development and application use for interpretation. In
orthometric height calculating process value of geoid
undulation is needed.
The Merapi is a well-known volcano located at
Central Java Island, in the very heart of Java’s myth and
cultural growth. The Merapi volcano, one of the most
active volcanoes in Indonesia, even the most active in the
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world. The Merapi volcano lies on the border of Central
Java and Yogyakarta (Sparks, 1981, Voight et al,
Wahyunto, 2000) attracted the attention of many people
of Indonesia and the world both scientifically and
culturally. The Merapi volcano as one of about 129
active volcanoes in Indonesia, with some periods of
eruption (Wahyunto, 2000; Soebandriyo, 2011). The
frequency of its eruption made this volcano become the
real and big volcano laboratory. Some eruption that
happened which are major eruption by VEI (VEI is a
large scale eruptions quantitatively based on the amount
of material released and the height of the eruption
column) occurred in 1587, 1672, 1768, 1822, 1849, 1872,
1930, 1961 and 2010 (Andreastuti, et al, 2000).
Geographically, Merapi’s summit located at 7°32’31.2”S
and 110°26’31.2”E with height as high as 2985 m above
of mean sea level (msl).
The eruption of Merapi in 2010 is estimated as a
large eruption. The Merapi volcano erupted more than 18
km3 materials and cause hundreds of casualties. This
eruption might be the worst eruption since 1870. This
fact then become either chance and challenge for
volcanologist to study Merapi thoroughly. One of many
attempts to study this eruption was done by doing gravity
study. The changes at topography of the summit and the
issuance amount of material that allows for large changes
in subsurface structure after the eruption.
This research is pleminary study to determine
the influence of gravity changes to the value geoidnya on
pre and post-eruption of 2010. The aim of this paper is to
calculate the value of geoid undulation by using gravity
anomaly after 2010 eruption.

projected into horizontal plane using Dampney method
(1969). Processing sequence in dataset 2011 use LIDAR
2011 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) which produce by
Ministry of public works with spasial grid 15” x 15”.
The research of Geoid processing flow is quite
standard using Stokes formula there are some steps that
have done as compute model geoid global and geoid by
using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in gravsoft software.
RESULTS AND EXPLAINATION
Gravity data was got same treatment in gravity
method as correction for tide, latitude and drift. This is
the simplest processing in gravity reduction data
sequence the results after drift, tidal corection and mgal
convertion process is g observation. The results show the
value of g observation higher in the south than in the
north and there are similarities with topographic contours
as shown in Figure 1.
Further processing sequence is free-air
correction which elevation of each gravity station plays
important role in this calculation (Telford, 1990).
(1)
(2)
is elevation,
is free-air anomaly
Where,
gravity,
is observed gravity value, is normal
gravity

METHODS
The gravity survey was carried out by mapping
gravity anomaly above Merapi volcano and area around
this volcano. Gravity measurement, which was focused at
Merapi volcano, has taken 200 measurement points with
area 27 x 27 km2. The Gravity measurement using
LaCoste & Romberg type G1118 gravimeter, equipped
with Geodetic GPS Trimble single frequency. Processing
gravity and geoid data need some software as Excel,
Geosoft, Gravsoft and Mathlab.
The processing flow is quite standard, starting
with tidal correction, equipment height and drift
correction to acquire
(observed gravity). Complete
Bouguer anomaly (
) can be acquired using several
additional corrections, which are latitude correction, freeair correction, Bouguer correction and terrain correction.
Furthermore, complete Bouguer anomaly result can be

Figure 1. Observed Gravity map on 2011 gravity dataset.

Prior to simple Bouguer correction, Bouguer
density need to be defined. Based on a model that has
made the density of Mount Merapi is divided into three:
around the slopes of Mount Merapi ranges from 2600
kg/m3, 1800 kg/m3 in the middle, and in the peak of
density 1600 kg/m3. The model is calculated assuming an
average regional density of 2500 kg/m3. As for the rocks
in the summit area is estimated to be sandstone, tuff,
fragments of lava, and the lava dome (Arsadi et al., 1995;
Setiawan, 2003; Aprillia, 2014). In this case, was used
Parasnis method to estimate Bouguer density
(Blakely,1996). Bouguer density obtained using least
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square approach based on Parasnis method. The density
was obtained by Parasnis is 2,43 gr/m3
(3)

Measurement of gravity to create a geoid model
by means of terrestrial gravity
that is a direct
measurement of gravity at surface of the earth by using a
gravimeter known as geoid gravimetric method. Geoid
consists of three kinds of waves there are short wave,
medium, and long. Short wave obtained from
observational data of gravity, medium wave of terrain
correction, and the long wave is a global geopotential
model.
Generally modeling local geoid includes three
steps, there are a local geoid model is called a
gravimetric
geoid
model
contribution,
terrain
countribution, , and Geoid global contributions.
Processing of geoid gravimetric use two basic
formulas, the Bruns and Stokes formula. Bruns formula
shows the relationship between potential anomalies and
undulations
(Vanicek
and
Krakiwsky,
1982).
Determination of the value of the geoid can be done
mathematically using Stokes equation. This formula also
requires all the masses located outside the geoid is
reduced and the reduced gravity anomalies to the surface
of the geoid. Assuming that the value of the distribution
of density gradient topography and gravity from the
ground surface to the geoid is known (Heizkinen &
Moritz, 1976).

(4)
Simple Bouguer correction is then can be
calculated using equation (3), and can be used to
calculate simple Bouguer anomaly using equation (4)
Further processing is terrain correction using
Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Terrain correction
accounts for variations in the observed gravitational
acceleration caused by variations in topography near each
observation point. Because of the assumptions made
during the Bouguer slab correction, the terrain correction
is positive regardless of whether the local topography
consist of a mountain or a valley. Terrain correction
completely the gravity reduction process to be complete
Bouguer anomaly as shown in figure 2.

Figure 1. Complete Bouguer Anomaly map on 2011 gravity
dataset

(5)

Figure 2. Anomaly Bouguer Merapi volcano based on
gravity data 2011
Anomaly Bouguer 2011 is about -20 to 90 mgal
with 30 mgal around summit. Commonly it has same
trend with anomaly Bouguer before 2011. There are
higher anomaly at South and decrease to North, and
anomaly at summit of Merapi. Comparing with others
data, anomaly gravity at summit in 2011 is higer than
anomaly gravity in 1998 and 1988 (Wahyudi 1985,
Setiawan, 2003). From visual topographic at summit that
show a change of summit feature, some deformation of
mass made new feature of Merapi summit. When the
mass out during the eruption and deformation on summit,
estimated value Bouguer anomaly will drop, but not
impaired anomaly. The Bouguer anomaly changes may
indicate a large change in the subsurface, surface or both.
Increasing the value of Bouguer anomaly may indicate a
mass intrution below and added mass on the surface.
Probably after the eruption occurred magma intrusion
processes.

(6)
FFT algoritm can is used to estimated the value of
gravity anomaly when the value is use as an input data in
Stokes formula process.
Residual Terrain Model (RTM) is a terrain
contributions due to the influence of topography. Terrain
contributions includes two kinds of correction there are
terrain and indirect effects. Large terrain correction value
is always positive because of the influence topography
above and below the reference is considered to contribute
positive in gravity reduction process (Wellenhof and
Moritz, 2005). Indirect effect is a distance effect between
field topography and geoid. Value of indirect effect is
used as a geoid correction. Terrain contribution (RTM)
method produces three areas topography, ie the reference
plane, rough fields, and detail fields. The smaller grid
interval will result more detail data. More detail data
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more accurate, that can minimize the error during the
process
Geoid global contribution. Computation of
contribution of geoid global data use global gravity
coefficients spherical harmonic.There are two kinds of
data contribution, the geoid global anomalies and
undulation. Equation (7) respectively are used to
calculate anomalies (Sideris, 1994).

Figure 4. Value of Local Geoid Merapi volcano based
on gravity data 2011
The value of local geoid undulation can be
figured as below (figure 5).

(7)
Where ∆gGM for calculate global anomalies and NGM for
calculate undulation with Pnm is constanta in Legende
and Cnm, Snm are spherical harmonic constanta with n is
degree and m is orde.Figure 3 is geoid global DIR 2011
produce by GOCE.

Figure 5. Geoid Lokal Merapi based on gravity data
2011 overlay with topographic map.
The value of local geoid Merapi based on
garvity data 1998 is 26 m -29 m (Sunantyo, 2008).
Comparing result the geoid value of 2011 with the value
of the geoid, 1998 is a decrease value of lokal geoid
approximatel 1-2 m. When the value of anomaly gravity
increased compared to the value of gravity in 1998, the
geoid value should be increase too, but not so. Another
research around Merapi, that is Yogyakarta local geoid,
the value of local geoid is 21,2 m – 26,6 m (Bagas,2014).
Distribution of the geoid value (figure 5 and 6)
appears that high value of geoid on the northwest peak
of Merapi and low value of geoid at southeast and south
area of Merapi may indicate with high density and low
density. Tiede (2005) assumed that geoid at the Merapi
volcano was able to be one of the key parameters in
volcanic field studies to understand the deeper structures
of the volcano. Gerstenecker and Suyanto (1998) states
that the computation of an absolute accurate (cm) geoid
around the volcanoes Merapi and Merbabu has practical
as well as scientific impact. Suyanto (1996) intepreted
lower reservoir of Merapi about 2 km from surface.
Another view of the geoid and topography can
be seen in Figure 6

Figure 2. Model Geoid Global DIR 2011.
Some computation by mathlab was used to
calculate some value that use in geoid processing.
Spherical harmonics calculation is a calculation of the
geoid undulation global long wave, in this research use
DIR 2011 global geoid model. Computation result
combine with Gravsoft software to acqured ABL process
with DIR 2011 value, that is we can see at figure 3.

Figure 3. Result of ABL process with DIR 2011
Processing continue with calculating residual
gravity to acquired residual geoid and indirect effect .
Lokal geoid value at Merapi volacano base on gravity
data of 2011 is 25 m to 27 m (figure 4).
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Figure 6. Local Geoid Merapi 2011 overlay with Merapi
Topography based on Lidar 2011
In geophysiscal prospecting geoid intepretation
can be used to estimed inhomogenities of density
(Mariusz, 2008). Geoid data possibly indicate the actual
plate boudary (Banarjee, 1999). Study literatur prediction
there are a reservoir of Merapi, the reservoir lies in the
northwest of Merapi volcano (Aprillia, 2013, Ari 2003).
Based on related reseach, the high value of geoid can be
predicted as high density. In the gravity subsurface
modelling, low value of gravity anomaly inpreted as a
resevoir (Aprillia, 2013; Ari 2003; Suyanto, 2000;
Wahyudi 1996) and a big reservoir as a recharge of
Merapi reservoir in south east of reseach area. The geoid
value present of deeper big mass and/or intrusion mass
in reservoir than the local deformation on summit.

Bagas, T., Leni, S., Nurohmad, W., 2014, Pemodelan
Geoid Lokal D.I. Yogyakarta menggunakan
Metode Fast Fourier Transformation dan Least
Square Collocation, Proceding Conference on
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Technique, Geophysics Vol. 34, No.1, pp. 39-35.
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CONCLUSION
Based on the result and explanation above, it
can be concluded that value of geoid undulation of the
Merapi volcano based on gravity data after eruption 2010
is about 25.3035 m – 27.000 m. The value of geoid at the
summit of Merapi volcano is 26.6505. That is lower than
geoid undulation at summit based on 1998 gravity data.
The high value of geoid at north-west and lower value at
south and south east of Merapi volcano. High value of
geoid is predicted as high density or reservoir of Merapi.
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Kahar, Joenil, 2008. Geodesi.. Institut Teknologi
Bandung
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